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 Thank you to all the members, and there are a lot of them, who continue to 
write in response to each issue of Leyland Torque.   It is very encouraging and enables 
us to achieve a good balance of subject material.    Although I still have a number of 
articles yet to be published, particularly bus related material, the more you are able 
to send helps to secure the future of our magazines and give them continued interest.  
Please keep it up -  the more the merrier.
 The Fourth Annual Leyland Society Gathering is currently being planned, 
and is to be at Wroughton, near Swindon, at the same location as the very successful 
year 2000 event.  This will take place on Saturday-Sunday, July 27-28, 2002 – more 
details will be available with the Spring issue of Leyland Torque. 
 So, yet another year draws to a close, but I think we can all look back with great 
satisfaction on the past 12 months – four issues of Torque bursting at the seams with 
information and enthusiasm, another superb Leyland Society Journal, and the very 
successful rally at Leyland, memorable for all those who attended and unforgettable, 
despite the awful weather.     
 Looking forward to 2002, the Society is aiming, as always, to provide all 
Leyland enthusiasts with interesting publications whatever decade or type of vehicle 
is of particular importance to you and to help facilitate the exchange of information 
and ideas - above all to give you good value for money.   With your continued support 
the Society can only grow and progress – Leyland Motors for All Time! 

   
            
                   Mike Sutcliffe, Editor
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     FROM THE CHAIRMAN    
    

          

            
MEMBERSHIP

Subscription levels currently are £18 per annum (family £21), plus £5 (in Sterling) 
for membership outside the EEC.  Anyone joining after 1st April and before 31st July 
will have their membership carried over to the next 31st July, i.e. up to 16 months.    
This is good value for money and new members are welcomed. Remember the sub-
scription goes up next year ! 
Application forms are available from the  Membership Secretary - see address inside 
front cover.

 My words in this edition take the form of short report on the Society’s Annual 
General Meeting.  An important announcement regarding future subscriptions was 
made at the AGM. After consideration of our projected budget and a great deal of 
debate the Committee have decided that UK subscriptions for 2002/2003 will be £20 
ordinary membership and £23 for family membership. Over the past two years we 
have managed to absorb rising distribution/postal costs - we can no longer continue to 
do so. Also rising insurance costs need to be covered and the use of BCVM Archive 
material which we have to pay for adds to the production costs of both Torque and 
Journal. We also need to build a modest reserve of money which would carry the 
Society through a ‘bad’ spell - to clarify this, we are not looking to be sitting on a 
large pot of money, but enough to run the Society for one year.
 Whilst looking at Society expenditure and especially distribution/postal costs it 
became obvious that posting items to our European and Overseas members swallowed 
up quite a proportion of their membership subscription - to address this matter from 
2002/2003 European membership will be £24 and Overseas membership £28.
 Another matter announced at the AGM was that the committee have been 
considering the possibility of forming the Society into a Company Limited by 
Guarantee. An announcement on our fi nal proposition and the reasoning behind it 
will be made in due course. To make matters clear we are not considering charitable 
status at this stage. 
 All in all we had a very successful meeting and the existing Committee was 
returned to do another years hard  labour.
 Once Society business was concluded we were able to enjoy a talk by Chris 
Cernes, a former Chief Engineer with Leyland. Chris was very much involved in 
the development of the Leyland ‘Marathon’ and this formed the basis of his address 
which was illustrated by material kindly loaned by  the BCVM Archive.  

Neil Steele, Hon Chairman
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General items can be ordered from our Treasurer, Keith Watson (address on front page). orders 
for clothing to our Chairman, Neil Steele (address on front page). Please make cheques payable 
to “The Leyland Society”.
Leyland Society Lapel Badges (for members only)
 Oval (38mm long) in silver and blue enamel      £ 4.00 each
First Rally Memento – Lapel badge
 Oval Leyland Radiator badge (1907-13)      Not many left!           £ 5.50 each
Second Rally Memento – “Employees” Lapel Badge
 Red,  circular          £ 4.50 each
 Black, circular          £ 5.00 each
Windscreen Stickers – with Society logo
 Large, 5ins. long                   £ 3.50 each
 Medium, 2˚ ins. long         £ 2.50 each
 Small, 1˚ ins. long                   £ 1.50 each
Bone China Mugs, with Society and Leyland logos               £ 5.00 each
                                                                                                             £19.00 for four
Leyland Society Clock – approx. 7ins. x 9 ins.
 Allow 14 days delivery                 £22.50 each
       CLOTHING 
The Society can currently offer the following clothing bearing the “Leyland Motors 
Ltd.” logo in Silver. Please Note when ordering  clothing  allow up to six weeks 
for delivery as these items are all produced to individual orders. This important 
information was omitted from page 3 of Torque 13. 

Polo shirts (short sleeved), in Burgundy, Royal Blue, Bottle Green, Navy Blue, Red 
& Black.
 Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL & XXL.  Price £15.99 
 All plus £1.50 per item P & P.
Sweatshirts (in three styles) in Burgundy, Bottle Green, Navy Blue & Black. 
 Raglan Sleeve:   £18.99
 Open Hem:   £18.99
 Placket (with collar) £21.99
 Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL & XXL.  All plus £1.50 per item P & P.
Body Warmer/Gilet (fully lined medium weight) Available in Navy or Green.
 Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL & XXL.   £24.99  
 Plus £1.50 per item P & P.
Baseball Caps. (Navy Only) £9.99   Plus £1.50 per item P & P.

Back Numbers of Leyland Torque and the Society Journal, together with Binders for 
Torque - these are all available from Mike Sutcliffe, see details on page 47.
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 The system of registering motor vehicles in the British Isles was completly 
changed from 1st September 2001 in so far as the information on the plates is 
concerned. The allocation of letter combinations to denote the various cities and 
regions of the country has completely changed, numbers have taken over the task of 
indicating the period when the vehicle was new, and a combination of three letters 
replaces the three numbers used as discriminators on the most recent system.
 The new allocation of letters is as follows: 

All change after 97 years

AA-AN Peterborough
AO-AU Norwich
AV-AY Ipswich

BA-BY Birmingham

CA-CO Cardiff
CP-CV Swansea
CW-CY Bangor

DA-DK Chester
DL-DY Shrewsbury

EA-EY Chelmsford

FA-FP Nottingham
FR-FY Lincoln

GA-GO Maidstone
GP-GY Brighton

HA-HJ Bournemouth
HK-HY Portsmouth
HW  Isle of Wight

KA-KL Luton
KM-KY Northampton

LA-LJ London (Wimbledon)

LK-LT London (Stanmore)
LU-LY London (Sidcup)

NA-NO Newcastle
NP-NY Stockton

OA-OY Oxford

PA-PT Preston
PU-PY Carlisle

RA-RY Reading

SA-SJ Glasgow
SK-SO Edinburgh
SP-ST Dundee
SU-SW Aberdeen
SX-SY Inverness

VA-VY Worcester

WA-WJ Exeter
WK-WL Truro
WM-WY Bristol

YA-YK Leeds
YL-YU Sheffi eld
YV-YY Beverley

 The number allocated to the fi rst period (September 2001-February 2002) is 
51: the next period of six months will be indicated by 02, followed by 52,03,53,04 
etc. The fi nal three letters on the new plates exclude the letters I and Q, but Z is to be 
used. The banning of certain letters is to avoid confusion with numerals, but it seems 
that the confusion of numbers for letters (5 and S for example) is to be allowed to 
continue, to indulge the whims of those who are prepared to pay for their number 
plates to resemble words.
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Middlesbrough Corporation 33 (XG 2334) when photographed new at Leyland. This early vee-
front lowbridge double decker is unusually adorned with advertisements before delivery. In the 
rear window can be seen the Leyland Motors trade plate “0301 B”, allocated to the transport 
department at headquarters.
              (Photo courtesy BCVM Archive)

 The introduction of the new system  has not as yet affected trade plates, which 
continue to show the old letters to denote the area of origin. It is also said that the ‘Q’ 
plate system will continue for imported and reconstructed vehicles.
 Leyland Motors had a series of trade plates in the Lancashire based ‘B’ and 
‘TB’ series. Some were described as ‘General’ plates, whilst others were ‘Limited’....
the latter were probably the plates attached to service vehicles and the works transport 
fl eet and which were associated with one particular vehicle. The ‘General’ plates were 
probably those attached to new vehicles being delivered to customers.
 An instruction issued by the General Manager said that demonstrators should 
carry one of the plates used by the works vehicles.......of course, many demonstrators 
were registered normally in the Lancashire C.C. series. Occasionally a vehicle would 
go out on trade plates to be shown to a customer and not used to carry goods or 
passengers. Working demonstrators were usually registered in Lancashire, although 
there are a few examples of  such being registered “away from home”.
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 As a follow-up to the excellent article in the 3rd Leyland Society Journal on 
Leyland’s gearless buses, may I submit to you some further notes.
 As regards the operation at Sheffi eld, they placed their fi rst gearless bus into 
service on November 30th 1932, which was stated to be an otherwise standard Titan 
TD2 model.  By May 1935 the city had 63 buses with this transmission, almost equally 
split between city and suburban routes, and the comments of Mr. A.R. Fearnley, the 
General Manager, can therefore be relied upon to be correct.
 He wrote that the fuel consumption averaged out at 5.1 miles per gallon on the 
hilly routes, but gave no fi gures for the conventional gearbox type.  It must also be 
assumed that the buses were petrol engined.  Initial problems were caused by the fl uid 
used in the torque converter, which was basically paraffi n, and through standing for 
a long time before entering service had formed a fi ne, sandy sediment which caused 
oil seals to leak and fi lters to block up.
 The answer was to use Shell-Mex “White May” paraffi n and add 5% of good 
quality engine oil.  The consumption of fl uid in the converter worked out at one gallon 
per thousand miles.  According to workshop records there was an increase in brake liner 
wear on the torque converter buses due to the lack of engine braking, but this was not 
suffi cient to give rise to criticism.  There was also an annoying rattle when changing 
into direct drive which was traced to the reverse gears suddenly being relieved of 
any load, and this was solved by spring loading the gears in a similar manner to the 
engine timing gears.  Surprisingly, there was a slight increase in both cylinder bore 
and crankshaft bearing wear, which was due solely to the fact that more constant, 
higher engine revolutions were used.
 In conclusion, Mr. Fearnley stated that “Although performance is not quite as 
good as with a conventional gearbox, on hilly stage-carriage routes it can actually be 
better, as there is no time lag between gear changes to slow the bus down.  Therefore, 
when all factors are taken into account the results obtained from torque converter 
operation at Sheffi eld are extremely gratifying to the Transport Department”.
 Mr. Frank Lythgoe, the General Manager of Middlesbrough Corporation was 
equally enthusiastic.  At their vehicles’ two thousand mile general inspection, all 
converter pipes and fi lters were removed and cleaned and the clutch toggle springs on 
the early models were lubricated.  In contrast to the Sheffi eld buses, the Middlesbrough 
ones used very little fl uid in the converter, running well over 2,000 miles before any 
was added.  Mr. Lythgoe commented that the machines were a God-send from the 
drivers’ viewpoint, saving them about 1,000 gear changes in the course of a day’s duty.  
Acceleration was excellent and the fuel consumption fi gures compared favourably 
with other vehicles in the mixed fl eet.
 Mr. Charles Stafford, Manager of the Burnley, Colne and Nelson concern, 
found himself operating his 12 torque converter double deckers over both hilly and 
fl at territory and suffered similar faults to those of his colleagues, but described the 
overall results as highly satisfactory.  Fluid consumption had also worked out at one 

 
  Some notes from Don Bate
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gallon per thousand miles.  He carried out a test over 7 days in which two oil-engined 
crash gearbox buses ran in service on a very hilly route along with two oil-engined 
torque converter models.  The fuel consumption fi gures obtained were 9.00mpg for 
the gearbox buses and 7.84mpg with the torque converter, a difference of 1.16mpg in 
favour of the gearbox type.  The two gearbox buses had to be withdrawn after six days 
due to bad performance and because the drivers could not keep time with them.
 When the test was repeated over normal terrain, the fuel consumption fi gures 
were 9.95 for the gearbox models and 9.34 for the torque converters.  In conclusion 
Mr. Stafford said that the simplicity of control had facilitated a rapid changeover from 
trams to buses as driver training was simplifi ed.  In addition, the results obtained 
so far indicated that the saving in maintenance with the hydraulic torque converter 
transmission would be considerable.
 Dr. H.F. Haworth, the Chief Technical Offi cer for Leyland Motors Ltd., said 
that 12 experimental converters had been built by Leyland Motors Ltd.  They had been 
extensively tested on the bench and in the fl eets of various operators.  As a result of 
these tests, the then present design was evolved and put into production.  As a direct 
result of their success, the production shops had to be doubled in capacity to deal 
with the ensuing demand.
 In contrast, the development of the converter in its country of origin, namely 

Burnley Colne and Nelson No.106 was one of a batch of 32 Titan chassis with torque converters 
ordered as a result of the satisfaction (expressed above) of the General Manager with the fi rst 
batch of 12 such machines in the fl eet . The “vee-front” bodywork was to prove less satisfactory 
however  !                        (Photo courtesy BCVM Archive) 
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Germany, had been stopped.  Dr. Fottinger, its designer, had attempted to produce a 
suitable application for the Minerva car, but had been thwarted by the manufacturer’s 
insistence that reversing should be accomplished without any mechanical means, and 
by 1914 the project was dropped.  Interestingly, a similar problem with reverse gear is 
encountered in the modern Voith Diwa transmissions for buses, where a combination 
of epicyclic gears, a torque converter and multiplate clutch are used.  This set-up, if 
not regulated, is lethal in reverse as speeds in excess of about 6mph bring about a 
condition where mechanical power equals torque converter power and hydraulic lock-
up occurs, bringing the vehicle to a standstill.  In practice, regulation at 4mph is done 
by a speed sensing probe which releases the converter fl uid until the vehicle slows.
 I mention this to show that although fi fty years separate the Leyland torque 
converter from the Voith gearbox, the reverse gear was still a problem.  To sum up, 
the Leyland torque converter was praised by all its users, but failed to take over 
completely from the more conventional systems.  I am sure that the reasons for this 
are as stated by Alan Townsin, being a combination of details rather than anything 
specifi c.  Added to this is my feeling that the fl uid fl ywheel and pre-selector box had 
had time to prove itself in terms of reliability and ease of driving whilst still being not 
too far away from the conventional, or as Mr. Fearnley put it, “I think that the Sheffi eld 
Corporation Transport Department did much to encourage the perservering efforts 
of that company (Leyland) in their development of an unconventional transmission 
system in the face of the conservative attitude adopted by many British vehicle users 
towards new applications of recognised engineering principles”.
 Those few words probably go a long way towards explaining the reason for 
the Leyland torque converter’s demise.

 

 The breakdown wagon seen in this 1937 photograph carries a somewhat old 
fashioned body for the date. It was perhaps photographed after refurbishment, and 
not when new, or was it a rebody ? It is lettered for Kingston Works. The chassis is a 
Retriever, possibly an ex Army demonstrator or prototype.  Can anyone tell us more 
about this vehicle ?
 The breakdown wagon depicted on page 48 of Torque No.8, thought to be a 
converted RAF type of 1923-4, is indeed so. The records relating to Chorley Works 
for June 1924 state: ‘Authority for a breakdown wagon built on an RAF chassis with 
jib crane and hauling winch has been given. This will be very useful for dealing 
with vehicles broken down on the road, not necessarily solely of the Company’s 
manufacture - and if suitably painted, will enhance the Company’s reputation for 
ready service.’
 This vehicle appears to have remained attached to the Chorley Works, as it 
is seen carrying the Trade Plate ‘0190 B’, one of several such plates known to have 
been allocated to Chorley. 
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 Before commenting on the Leyland chamber, it is worth making a few general 
remarks about Diesel engine combustion chambers.  The fundamental business is 
mixing air and fuel: if the air is moving fast, only a few fuel jets are required; if the 
air is still, lots are required. So, at one end of the spectrum we have the “indirect 
injection” (IDI) engines with vigorous air motion and a single spray; at the other the 
“direct injection” (DI) “Mexican hat” chambers (e.g. Cummins) with negligible swirl 
and nine  sprays.
 The normal way of moving the air is axial swirl in the cylinder produced by 
the shape of the inlet port, possibly with the aid of a shrouded valve.  Unfortunately, 
the more energy put into the swirl, the lower the mass of air drawn into the cylinder 
- you cannot have something for nothing.  This is where the IDI system comes in: 
the Comet chamber is a “compression swirl” chamber - i.e. the piston forcing the air 
into the pre-combustion chamber through a tangential throat imparts the swirl.  This 
means that volumetric effi ciency can be high.  With DI chambers, the maximum swirl 
in the bowl may be about 10 times crankshaft speed; in a Comet chamber, the swirl 
may reach almost 40 times crankshaft speed so that one fuel jet is suffi cient.  The 
classic Gardner sprayer has 3 holes, which is really the minimum for a normal DI 
chamber.
 For an IDI system, the basic advantages are that, without turbocharging, output 
is high because breathing and mixing are both good; for small cylinder sizes, the 
bulky injector is located well to one side of the cylinder head; if the compression ratio 
is high, it is relatively easy to obtain low emissions; combustion is also quiet.  The 
disadvantages are that heat losses are high, so a very high compression ratio must be 
used and cold starting needs assistance. Combustion must be late, because the piston 
must not be pushing air into the pre-chamber after combustion is trying to force it 
out again.  When the compression ratio exceeds about 16:1, the mechanical friction 
swamps any theoretical thermodynamic gains, so IDI effi ciency is always lower than an 
equivalent DI engine.  However, the ability to produce a refi ned engine with acceptable 
power output and emissions has meant that until the advent of electronic management 
for small DI engines, the IDI has reigned supreme for car size engines.
 With very few exceptions (principally Mercedes, Fiat and Perkins), the Ricardo 
Comet chamber has dominated small engines.  The original Comet I was a spherical 
pre-chamber and as much air as possible was forced into it; the Comet III retained 
the spherical chamber but only about 50% of the air charge went into the chamber; 
the Comet V pre-chamber has a hemispherical top half and a conical lower half.
 The Acro chamber, as used in the AEC A155 engine, is actually a totally different 
animal: the idea of this air-cell design was that only a small amount of fuel entered the 
cell - enough to raise its temperature and drive the fresh air out into the main part of 
the chamber to complete mixing and combustion.  There were fundamental fl aws in 
this design that resulted in rough running and smoke.  Today the only air-cell engines 
are probably the little Petter AA1 which has a Lanova chamber.  This is probably 
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 because it makes the engine more compact and is easier to hand-crank a cold start 
than a Comet chamber. Both the Acro and Lanova chambers were the work of Franz 
Lang, who co-operated with Robert Bosch in the development of the famous fuel 
injection pumps and injectors that are still widely used.
 Saurer should probably be credited with the concept of dual swirl in a toroidal 
shaped bowl in the piston crown. However, much credit should also go to C.B. Dicksee 
of AEC.  High-speed photography and computer fl uid dynamics have shown that there 
is really not much toroidal air motion: there is axial swirl, with additional random 
turbulence imparted by squish into the bowl.  Hence the bowl shapes used vary widely 
but the results are similar providing the fuel sprays are correctly matched to the air 
motion.  The Dennis oil-engine had a classic toroidal chamber, but very low swirl 
from the parallel pair of inlet valves: hence a 6-hole injector nozzle was required.
 Ultimately, open chamber DI systems will always give the best effi ciency and be 
capable of more boost without head cracking.  The major problem is taming the noise 
and emissions - particularly in small cylinder sizes.  In the last 10 years, we have seen 
how the situation has been transformed by electronic engine management.  Modern 

FIGURE 1 : Combustion chamber of a sleeve-valve C.I. engine
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engines also use very high injection pressures - some above 2000 bar (30,000 lb per 
sq.in).  injection timing must then be late and the compression ratio high (almost to 
IDI levels) to match the very rapid mixing and combustion.
 The pictures of the early version of the Leyland pot chamber supplied by Neil 
Steele in Torque 5 were very interesting.  The advantage of moving to the inclined 
injectors for production engines was that an axial nozzle could be used, accessibility 
was improved and fuel leaks would not enter the sump oil.
 The fundamental problem of the pot chamber is that it is trying to use inlet port 
generated swirl and only a single-hole nozzle.  The shrouded inlet valves resulted in 
only 72% volumetric effi ciency at 1800 revs per min (nearly 90% might be available 
with low swirl).  This inevitably limited the power output, despite the actual air/fuel 
mixing process being very good at high engine speeds.
 The most fascinating aspect of the pot chamber is that it is actually an example 
of a “wall-wetting” system; this was never realised at the time.  The fi rst examples 
of such chambers were the Ricardo Vortex Chamber, developed in 1923;  see fi g.1 
from Sir Harry Ricardo’s book “The High-Speed Internal Combustion Engine”.  
This chamber was used on medium-speed Brotherhood-Ricardo engines and various 
prototype “Dieselised” Rolls-Royce aero engines - as in fi g.1.  They were all sleeve-
valve designs, which meant that high-swirl could easily be obtained.  Ricardo’s found 
that the nearer the injector nozzle was to the wall of the chamber, the better the engine 
ran.  Reports indicated that engines with this chamber were very smooth running.
 In a report I prepared in 1965, I sketched what was purportedly a very early 
version of the pot chamber, which was actually cylindrical rather than conical.  The 
edge of the pot was in line with the vertical injector, thus the chamber was almost 
identical to that of the Ricardo Vortex.  In other words, the variant shown in Torque 
5 was an intermediate stage when the injector was still vertical after the conical pot 
had been adopted.
 In the mid-1950s, Dr. Meurer at MAN unveiled the M System where the fuel 
was deliberately sprayed on the wall of the part-spherical combustion chamber.  The 
principal claims for this design were that the burning rate was throttled by the rate at 
which the fuel vapour could be swept off the wall by the swirling air – thus reducing 
the combustion noise.  The other feature was the reduced black smoke resulting from 
heating the fuel on the wall prior to mixing, as opposed to heating fuel droplets in the 
presence of oxygen.  MAN overcame the volumetric effi ciency problem with clever 
port design and tuned inlet manifolds: in fact they achieved a very high output for a 
non-turbocharged engine.  The engines sounded smooth, but the lorries often spoiled 
the effect with poor exhaust silencing.  Sadly, M System engines have given way to 
conventional open chamber designs because of emissions legislation.
 When Dr. Meurer was publishing his ideas, Sir Harry Ricardo acknowledged 
that the Vortex Chamber was also relying on wall-wetting, and that Meurer’s research 
explained his earlier fi ndings.  So the answer to the unique sound of the Leyland T-
type oil engine is that much of the fuel is sprayed onto the bowl surface, resulting 
in controlled combustion.  This also explains the clouds of partially burnt fuel on a 
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 cold start, when the piston is too cold for the fuel to boil off.  It also explains the lack 
of low-speed torque, accompanied by black smoke, when the engine is running too 
slowly to generate the high swirl needed in the cylinder.
 Having made a success of the T-type engine, it was natural for Leyland to apply 
the pot chamber to the 4.4 litre Cub engine.  However, with the smaller cylinder size, 
the problem of poor breathing and the effect of a cold piston on emissions would 
be exacerbated.  The change to an IDI system made it easier for them to achieve an 
acceptable power/emissions balance.  
 Figure 2 from A.C. Walshaw “Heat Engines” shows the two Leyland chambers 
for comparison.     I have no experience of the Cub oil engines, but apparently 
emissions from the pot chamber version were not good.  The IDI chamber design 
leaves something to be desired in that the injector is inadequately cooled and the 
throat of the pre-chamber is poorly protected from scouring by the hot gases.  Can 
anyone fi ll us in as to how well the engines performed in service?
 Finally, to enable the business to be seen, fi gures 3, 4 and 5 show typical cylinder 
pressure diagrams from a petrol engine, an IDI engine and a DI engine, all on full load 
and to the same scale. (Pictures taken in the heat lab. at Coventry University).  The 

FIGURE 2:  Leyland  C. I. Engines

 Direct-injection     Indirect-injection
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smoothness of the petrol engine in comparison with the explosive pressure rise in the 
DI engine is obvious.  The pressure diagram for the IDI engine is also very smooth, 
though the peak pressure is high because of the high compression ratio.  The pressure 
hardly rises during combustion because it takes place as the piston is descending.  
Figure 6 is the pressure diagram from a Leyland 8.6 litre engine running at 1400 
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rev/min.  The pressure scale is the same as for the earlier diagrams and the similarity 
with the petrol engine diagram is obvious.  The maximum rate of pressure rise for 
the petrol engine is about 2 bar/degree (30 lb/sq.in./degree); for the DI engine, about 
13 bar/degree (188 lb/sq.in./degree) and for the Leyland, 3 bar/degree (45 lb/sq.in./
degree).  That says it all! 
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This  section  is  now  edited  by  ALAN TOWNSIN

Please continue to send all correspondence via Mike Sutcliffe, the Editor, as usual.

  34.  Clayton Destination Indicators 
 Roy  Marshall,  of  Burnley,  explains  the  working  of  this  device,  made  by 
Clayton  Dewandre,  of  Lincoln.  It  contained  two  or  possibly  three  rollers with  
blinds  fi tted,  so  arranged  that  the  frame  to  which  they  were  attached could  be  
rotated  to  bring  the  one  required  into  position  so  that  the blind  could  be  attached  
to  a  bottom  roller  and  turned  to  the  display required.  The  system  allowed  more  
displays  to  be  carried  than  possible  on  a single blind arrangement. 

  51. Leyland - English Electric trolleybuses 
 Wilf  Dodds,  of  Nuneaton,  reports  that  the  chassis  for  CK  3898  is  recorded 
in  the  Leyland  sales  ledger  simply  as  “Trolleybus”,  supplied  to  the  English 
Electric  Co  Ltd  in  3/29.  Motor  tax  records  show  it  declared  as  “EEC  60hp”, 
which  he  suggests  accounts  for  the  chassis  number  6001  -  i.e.  “60hp  No.1”.
He  also  points  out  that  although  the  abstract  from  the  Leyland  sales  ledger 
shows 60001, this may be an error (see also below). 
 However,  Geoff  Lumb’s  book  ‘British  Trolleybuses  1911-1972’   records 
that  EEC  ordered  a  basic  chassis  from  Leyland  for  experimental  purposes 
on  6th  October  1926,  and  photographs   indicate  that  this  was  a  PLSC1  less 
engine  and  running  gear  -  it  was  bodied  by  EEC  at  Preston  and demonstrated  
to  Ashton-under-Lyne  in  the  summer  of  1927.  The  Preston registration  number  
CK  3898  dates  from  that  year  and  must  surely  have been  obtained  by  EEC.   
The  vehicle  also  ran  in  Maidstone  for  a  period  from July 1928. 
 Meanwhile  Bradford  had  begun  taking  delivery  of  basically  similar 
vehicles,  again  based  on  PLSC1  chassis  and  in  this  case  with  chassis numbers  
in  the  PLSC  series,  the  fi rst  ten,  46286-95,  placed  in  service between  February  
and  May  1928.  Yet  these  were  offi cially  English  Electric products,  as  were  a  
further  six,  47680-4  and  47696  of  February-March 1929.  To  them  was  added  
CK  3898,  recorded  by  Bradford  as  a  Leyland.  Yet eleven  more  English  Electrics,  
dating  from  November  1929-January  1930, and again based on PLSC1 chassis, 
had chassis numbers 1001-9/11-2.
 So  was  6001  actually  an  English  Electric  chassis  number,  “invented” when  
required  by  offi cialdom ?  -  after  all,  6001  would  have  been  issued  by Leyland  
to  a  subsidy  model  in  1916.  Was   the  delayed  sale  of  the  trolleybus to  EEC  
in  March  1929,  the  same  month  it  was  taken  into  stock  at  Bradford, simply  
a  settling  of  account  between  the  two  companies?  Aside  from  the question of  
error,  would  this  derivative  of  a  standard  PLSC  be  regarded  as justifying  being  
given  a  number  beginning  what  proved  to  be  a  new- generation of passenger 
prototypes as 60001? 
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 There  is  a  good  1927  picture, reproduced below,  of  the  prototype  PLSC 
based  trolleybus  as originally  completed,  before  it  was  registered  CK   3898  and  
clear  enough  to show  the  front  cross-member  with  the  characteristic  row  of  
seven  holes, visible  under  the  front  panel.  After  rebuilding  to  centre-entrance 
layout  it entered  service  in  Ashton.  (Photo – EE/Geoff Lumb Collection)

   59. Eastern National open-stair Titans 
 In  response  to  Peter  Snell’s  query (Torque No.18)  as  to  the  later  history  
of  various  TD1 buses  and  at  what  point  some  were  rebuilt  with  enclosed  stairs,  
Michael Plunkett,  of  Ashurst,  West  Sussex,  thinks  that  all  National  Omnibus  
& Transport  Co  Titans  prior  to  the  Strachans-bodied  batch  beginning  at  3069 
(dating  from  1931)  were  open-stair  as  built.  However,  it  seems  that  quite early  
in  their  lives,  even  before  subdivision  of  the  National  identity,  some of  those  
which  went  to  Eastern  National  Omnibus  Co  had  been  modifi ed,  probably  in-
house,  to  conform  with  the  deliveries  of  enclosed-stair  bodies then coming on 
new Titans bodied  by Strachans. 
 He  wonders  whether  buses  so  rebuilt  may  have  been  chosen   for  
retention (and  subsequently  rebodied  or  further  rebuilt  during  the  war)  while  
those still  with  open  stairs  were  sold  off  to  Wilts  &  Dorset,  Caledonian  and 
United  Counties  and,  if  retained  long  enough  by  those  fi rms,  rebodied  with 
utility  or  early  post-war  bodies.  VX  822  (chassis  70595)  which  had  begun life  
with  Silver  Queen,  Clacton,  was  sold  on  by  Wilts  &  Dorset  after  only  a few  
months,  so  it  seems  safe  to  assume  it  retained  its  open  staircase  and  its body  
may  have  survived  on  an  Essex  nursery  until  the  1950s.  Michael comments  
that  Western/Southern  National  seemed  happier  to  retain  open stairs  until  later  
deciding  to  carry  out  a  general  rebodying  exercise.  Roger Barton,  of  Luton,  
also  confi rmed  Michael  Plunkett’s  pointing  out  that National/Eastern National 
2791 was registered TM 3843. 
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 Quite  a  number  of  operators  rebuilt  standard  open-stair  TD1  buses  with 
enclosed  stairs.  Among   them,  those  in  the  fl eet  of  United  Automobile Services  
Ltd  and  so  rebuilt  in  its  workshops  from  1934  were  noteworthy  in reproducing  
the  well-rounded  rear  dome  of  Leyland’s  standard  closed-stair body  for  the  
TD1.  More  utilitarian  rebuilds  were  carried  out  for  other  fl eets in wartime.
 

Still in National livery, and already with a crude upright staircase enclosure,  is TM 3843,  
(ENOC 2791) just off the Toddington to Luton route.      ( Michael Plunkett Collection, source 
unknown)
 
 Our  attention  has  also  been  drawn  to  Garry  Ward’s  book  ‘Caledonian  and 
Beyond’,  in  which  it  is  stated  that  the  fi ve  1928  ex-ENOC  Titans  TM 3735/44,  
3824/43/4  were  open-stair  as  acquired  and,  of  these,  TM  3735, 3824/43,  went  
to  Pickering  for  rebuiling  in  1941,  followed  by  TM  3846  in 1942.  A  fl eet  list  
from  the  book  shows  TM  3735,  by  then  Caledonian  238, rebodied  by  Roe  in  
1942,  but  this  seems  to  be  an  error  for  239,  an  AEC Regent,  also  ex-ENOC  
(VX  4902),  which  was  defi nately  so  treated.  Your sub-editor  (AAT)  has  a  note  
of  TM  3735  from  personal  observation  as having  a  Croft  body  by  post-war,  
as  did  TM  3824/43/6,  leaving  only  TM 3744  still  with  a  Leyland  body,  Garry  
Ward’s  list  shows  this  latter  as withrawn  in  1940,  but  AAT  has  a  note  of  it  still  
in  service  in  September 1945,  with  a  Gardner  5LW  engine,  and  is  confi dent  it  
wasn’t  then  open-stair , or it would have been noted as such, so presumably it too 
had been rebuilt.
 It  is  perhaps  worth  commenting  that  Caledonian  and  Wilts  &  Dorset  both 
found  a  need  to  greatly  expand  their  double-deck  fl eets  just  before  the  war, 
acquiring  substantial  numbers  of  second-hand  TD1s  and  then,  fi nding  that the  
need  continued,  had  many  rebodied  or  rebuilt.  It  was  quite  remarkable how  
early  examples  of  the  model  were  often  sold  off  at  about  a  7  or  8-year life,  
hitherto  quite  normal,  the open  stairs  helping  to  hasten  their  disposal,  yet many,  
especially  in  these  and  other  Tilling-group  fl eets,  were  still  in  use beyond their 
20th birthdays. 
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   62. Preselector Gearboxes 
 Roy  Marshall  confi rms  that  the  ex-Birmingham  TD6c,  1298  (FOF  298)
retained  its  Leyland  body  when  running  in  Edinburgh  with  O.350  engine and  
preselective  gearbox.  He  also  confi rms  that  the  Barrow  unfrozen  TD7 buses,  
80  and  81  had  utility  Brush  bodies.  In  passing,  AAT  has  recalled  a reason  for  
confusion  in  regard  to  preselector  gearboxes  in  the  Barrow  fl eet, as  some  of  
its  Crossley  buses  of  the  earlier  1930s  are  understood  to  have been so fi tted.

   63. Royal Tiger badge
 The  prototype  of  the  emblem  used  on  the  underfl oor-engined  Royal  Tiger  
of 1950  seems  to  be  that  found  on  a   Leyland  Tiger  brochure  issued  as  early  
as
November  1927,  even  though  not  displayed  on  vehicles  at  that  stage.  The 
earliest  Tigers  of  1927-8  had  a  badge  quoting  the  model  name  in  lettering but  
in  the  winter  of  1928-9  a  ‘picture’  version  was  adopted,  remaining standard  until  
1931,  but  that  used  a  profi le  view  of  a  Tiger’s  head.  It  seems that  someone  
had  a  look  through  earlier  literature  when  the  Royal  Tiger  was about to be 
introduced. 
 In  regard  to  the  use  of  a  similar  emblem  by  Ellen  Smith,  a  note  from  
Ken Lobley,  of  Todmorden,  reports  that  when  it  was  known  that  the  Ripponden 
&  District  coach  business  was  to  cease  operations,  the  Ellen  Smith  concern 
asked  if  it  could  carry  on  the  leaping  Tiger  emblem  by  adding  it  to  its  own 
vehicles.  Andrew  Spriggs,  of  Halifax,  reports  that  the  fi rst  Ellen  Smith vehicle  
so  adorned  was  a  Harrington-bodied  Royal  Tiger,  JDK  412,  of  about 1951  
and  that  other  coaches  then  in  the  fl eet  had  it  added  -  he  also  confi rms that  
the  fi rm  had  two  Royal  Tiger  Worldmasters,  ODK  137  (as  seen  in Torque  13)  
and  SDK  442  of  1958,  with  similar  Plaxton  Venturer  body.  They were  also  
rebodied  by  Plaxton,  ODK  receiving  a  Panorama  I  body  in  1968 and  JDK  a  
Panorama  Elite  body  in  1970  -  both  ran  many  years  and  SDK  442 survives, 
being seen at the Bury Transport Museum last year. 
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This  striking  artist’s  impression  of  a  Tiger  was  used  on  a  sales  brochure  for the original 
model of that name dating from November 1927.  It later appeared on the Royal Tiger badge.   
The oval Tiger’s head is the 1929-31 badge.   (All three from The Mike Sutcliffe Collection)



  In 1938-39, with war clouds gathering, the Home Offi ce (through the Ministry 
of Works) realised that for fi re fi ghting duties etc. there would not be enough turn-
table ladders in the country.  So, as Neil Steele states in the fi re appliance chapter in 
the book “Leyland Lorries”, they came up with the “Grant Aid” scheme whereby the 
appliances were ordered by the Ministry of Works, then allocated to strategic places 
by them, and with the aid of a grant, the local authority paid for them.
 As neither of the German Metz or Magirus ladders were available, it fell to 
Merryweathers of Greenwich to equip them with their 100ft. steel ladder. Thirty were 
ordered; 15 on Dennis chassis and 15 on Leyland TLM2a chassis. Whether any of 
the Leyland chassis were left over from Metz orders I do not know.
 The order placed with Leyland was under CMO 25462 and a block of chassis 
numbers, 100450 - 100464 inclusive, was allocated. They were built between 8/40 
and 5/41, just before the National Fire Service was formed. These Leyland TLM2a 
chassis were allocated to Newcastle on Tyne, Liverpool, Glasgow, Bristol, Manchester, 
Edinburgh, Sheffi eld, Bradford, Coventry, Salford, Dundee, Leeds, Hull, Paisley and 
Middlesbrough. No pumps  were fi tted originally, but some acquired self contained 
sets during their life. They were fi tted with driving compartment doors. The early ones 
were delivered in full brigade livery with white edged wings and headlamp masks, 
but later ones were in plain grey with just a crest or coat of arms. They all survived 
the hostilities and went on the have average life span for a turntable ladder, which 
was about 20 years. Manchester’s (GNC 800) survived 30 years in brigade service. 
At least 4, maybe 5 of the 15 survived into preservation.  I recently saw Salford’s 
BRJ 333.
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  During the N.F.S. era, two were relocated. Hull’s (GKH 156) went to Dews-
bury via Selby and Bristol’s (GHW 415) went to Wiltshire (Salisbury) where they 
remained. The ladder from Edinburgh’s (DSF 140) was “re-chassied” onto an AEC 
Mercury (RFS 132) and survived into preservation on it. The Middlesbrough TLM2a  
(XG 7767) was purchased post war by Merryweathers and was loaned out to custom-
ers whilst their Merryweather ladders were in for overhaul.
 Another TLM2a was ordered and built for Birkenhead Fire Brigade and was 
due to receive a Metz ladder (Birkenhead already had in use an old Leyland Metz 
ladder) but the impending war stopped delivery of the ladders.  Photographic evi-
dence confi rms this chassis was built to the normal TLM pattern complete with Metz 
type stabilising jacks and no doors. Merryweathers were subsequently contracted to 
build and fi t a 100ft. steel ladder to this chassis, producing a unique looking machine 
of which there are few photos. It was registered BG 8246 and had chassis number 
100485. The ladder was “re-chassied” in 1959, again onto an AEC Mercury (JCM 
61) which in turn is now preserved.
 Finally, can anyone match up the chassis numbers 100458, 100462, 100463, 
100464 to Coventry (EVC 919), Hull (GKH 156), Paisley (XS 5454) and Middles-
brough (XG 7767) ? Also, does anyone have good photographs of the Paisley and 
Coventry turntable ladders to complete our album ?
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On the opposite page is a picture of the Glasgow Fire Brigade’s TLM2a  when new, portrayed  
in full red livery by the Leyland photographer in October 1940.
Above is an identical machine for Manchester Fire Brigade seen in grey livery, taken by the 
Leyland photographer in December 1940. This fi ne machine was destined to give thirty years of 
service with the Manchester brigade. 
            (Photos courtesy BCVM Archive)  
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Yes, this really is a Leyland Titan fi tted with a preselector gearbox from new. To ensure getting 
a post-war order from the Sydney DRTT (later PTC) in the face of competition from the AEC 
Regent III, Leyland fi tted Wilson type preselector gearboxes in the OPD2/1 Titan.
 Sydney 2744 is a 1953 model fi tted with the standard Australian double deck body, (in this case 
by Clyde Engineering) the origin of whose design lies in the Leyland “Vee-front” body, believe it 
or not !  Do I hear someone muttering something about the need to re-inforce the bulkheads ?

If it seems familiar to British readers, it’s because this is a Park Royal bodied Leyland Tiger Cub 
from the Yorkshire Traction fl eet, one of 10 exported to Australia. It is seen running for Ingleburn 
Bus Service, a Sydney suburban operator, 

This edition’s Australasian medley has been chosen by Ron Phillips, and illustrates 
four vehicles of unusual interest to our British based readers as well as to our far-fl ung 
members in Australia. All pictures were taken by ex patriate Ian Lynas of Brisbane. 
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 Manchester treated its Panthers and Panther Cubs like London treated its DMS 
Fleetlines ! They were withdrawn early and sold off. The Panthers were easily sold, 
but the Panther Cubs had a poor reputation. An Australian dealer puchased some 
cheaply, and re-engined at least some if not all. A similar fate befell many of the the 
Daimler Roadliner fl eet of Potteries M. T.,  and several batches of London  Transport 
AEC Merlins. 

Forest Coach Lines of Belrose (another Sydney  suburban bus operator) took this ex Manchester 
Corporation - SELNEC PTE Leyland Panther with Metro-Cammell B40D bodywork. It is seen 
with the registration plate m/o 5705. Buses working for the government owned fl eet in Sydney 
and Newcastle carry plates prefi xed MO ( = Metropolitan Omnibus), whilst privately owned buses 
carry plates prefi xed with “m over o” plates. The plates are assigned to the owner, and are often 
transferred to other vehicles within the same fl eet.

Ex Manchester  Leyland Panther Cub PSRC1/1R seen working for the Melbourne suburban 
operator Grenda’s Bus Service, registered LTO 508. This bus has Park Royal B43D body, which is 
unaltered apart from the addition of front bumper bar and the loss of the Panther Cub badge.
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Trying to put aside any Irish jokes, what can be said that is serious about this amazing vehicle?  Chassis 15562 was one of two model QH6, six ton tippers, supplied in March 1926 by Ashenhurst Williams (dealers in the 
Irish Free State) for Thos. Heiton.  It had a specially low built cab, and presumably a body that was intended to tip loads of coals over peoples’ walls!  Just imagine how unstable it would have been tipping a full load on 
uneven ground!  On a more serious note, look at that nice Leyland Motors Limited badge on the back cross-member – this was used for a very short period only in the mid/late twenties.
                             (Photo courtesy BCVM Archive. Neg. No. 3642)
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 Once again an excellent response to nearly all the questions.   Please continue 
to send in material or comment to Mike Sutcliffe. From this edition, where items have 
multiple  previous references, only the last is given, the others being shown by et al.
 Whieldon, Rugeley,  RF 6180   ( Torque No.13, p.2 et al )
Roy Marshall supports the notion of a “three-body” Leyland noting in the nearside 
view not only the marked slope of the windscreen but also the extension of the engine 
bay to the bulkhead.   Roy suggests that the body was fi tted at the rear wheel arch  
and modifi ed to fi t at the front.
 Whieldon, Rugeley,  ARE 489   ( Torque No.13, p.26 et al )
This Foden continues to excite our readers !   Roy Marshall and Chris Taylor also agree 
to the 1946 rebodying with Massey body ex EA 4622 and the second rebody in 1948 
(Chris states ex TD1 CM 8727 identifi ed).   Roy helpfully includes his photograph 
of the Massey body after removal, with the chassis of ARE 489 in front.  (Whieldon 
AMB833 was a Foden single-decker).

 

 Ron Thomas states that ARE 489 was numbered 28 in the Whieldon fl eet when 
rebodied  in 1949 with the Leyland  body from Ex-Birkenhead TD1 CM 8727, the 
chassis being withdrawn in 10/48, fl eet number 28 having been carried by CM 8727. 
ARE 489 was re-numbered 25 later in 1949.   Mike Hickey (of Birkenhead) agrees 
that the body was from CM 8727 and was a regular traveller on these TD1s in service.   
Have we fi nally put this one to bed ?
 United Service Transport, UU 8363   ( Torque No.13, p.27 et al )
Alan Lambert produces a picture of UU 8363 (see opposite page) at Harrington’s 
coachworks, which body it appeared to carry in the photograph, with subsequent 
‘improvements’. Note the United Service Transport radiator badge, and are those white 
sidewalls ?   Game, set and match, Alan ?   Chris Taylor notes that United regularly fi tted 
false fronts to the radiators of older vehicles (to give an illusion of modernity ?).

This  section  is  now  edited  by  BOB  KELL
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 Crown Tours,  MYB 749   (Torque No.13,  p.28)
This was no problem to our members, who include its photographer, Dr Michael A 
Taylor. With contributions also from Paul Rouet and Mike Fenton, the answers are 
that Crown Tours was the trading name of W Higson, Frome, Somerset, the chassis 
was PS2/3 no.500455 (frame 595), and the FC37C coachwork the pride of Heaver (a 
somewhat unfortunate name for a coachbuilder ?) of Durrington, Wilts. Incidently, the 
coach has the ‘punched-hole’ Leyland wheel-nut guards introduced about 1949.   Why, 
when the holes were not big enough to insert a socket to remove the wheel nuts?
 Keeling’s Coaches, Leeds,  FV 1649   (Torque No.13, p.28)
I can’t believe that this has defeated the combined expertise of all our members.   Mike 
Fenton thinks the body could be Harrington or Beadle and I agree.   He suggests that the 
body could have come from a pre-war T.S.M. chassis, GLY 446. Is that any help ?

 Clondalkin Motor Omnibus Co./Irish O. C. IK 8975 (Torque No.13, p.28)
From  Geoff Lumb.   Leyland Lioness chassis 45782 was sold to SYDNEY depot 
on 18 June 1927 but turned up with the Irish Omnibus Co. on 15 July.   The I.O.C., 
formed in December 1926, soon took over the Clondalkin business from F.W.Wood 
who had recently purchased it.   The newest Clondalkin bus was a 1926 Karrier CL4 
with 30-seat City Wheel & Carriage Co. body registered IK 8975.  On 28 July 1927 
IOC purchased Lioness 45782 and this chassis then received the body from the Karrier 
keeping the IK 8975 registration and fl eet no.87.  The IOC then wished to dispose of 
the Karrier chassis and agreed to take the matter up with Leyland Motors.  Has anyone 
a photograph of IK 8975 as a Lioness and why was Sydney depot involved?
 Wigg’s Grey Coaches,  DUF 176   (Torque No.13, p.29)
Robert G Smith, Mike Fenton, Gerry Bixley and Alan Lambert all detail the early 
history of DUF 176.  It was new to Southdown M.S. on 22/1/37 with Harrington 
C32R body as fl eet no.1176 (chassis 11970).  No one has said so but I believe that it 
was petrol-engined.  It was requisitioned by the Royal Army Service Corps on 7/3/40 
and sold by the Ministry of Supply to Samuelson New Transport Co.Ltd, London in 
May 1947.   It then passed to Wiggs and Sons (later Grey Coaches Ltd.) of Fenham 
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St., Peckham SE 15, in 1952.
Michael Banfi eld completes the story.   Charles W. Banfi eld Ltd. purchased Grey 
Coaches in February1954 and sent DUF 176 to Beadle of Dartford on 10th March 
1954 where it was rebodied with a 1947 Beadle body.  At some stage I presume the 
vehicle acquired an oil engine, before it was scrapped on 13/3/60.   The accompanying 
photographs show the coach, still with canvas roof, at Samuelsons, and with Banfi elds 
at the Isle of Grain in 1959 but still in Grey Coaches livery.
John Price notes that sister coach DUF 179 retained its original Harrington body (but 
panelled in place of canvas?) and is with Mr Burchell of Reigate.   I remember Colin 
Shears trying to fi nd a suitable Leyland petrol engine for DUF 179 thirty years ago.   
Did you ever fi nd one, Colin ?

 GWW 835   (Torque No.10, p.45)
Chris Taylor has this Tiger PS1 with a Willowbrook body.   He saw the bus with 
Arlington, dealers, in Cardiff in April 1958. It then passed to Dan Jones, Abergwilli 
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in July 1958 and then to D J Jones, Crymmych in 1960-61 and derelict with them 
until 1965.   The bus, very unusually for a PS1, seated 39 and Chris considers that 
the body could have come from a pre-war Daimler COG5/40.
 JOK 48  (Torque No.5, p.39 and Torque No.6, p.22)
Ron Thomas notes that the coach depicted on the Tiger PS1 was actually built by an 
associated company set up by Smiths:  Gordon (or Gordon’s) Coachcraft.   Gordons 
built seven coach bodies in total.
 Lancashire Constabulary ( Torque No.8, p18  et al )
Eric Muckley sorts out the bodies on Police Titan (and Comet) by reference to the 
Leyland Journal for July and September 1949. Both were bodied by North Western 
Bodybuilders and Engineers Ltd. of Blackpool, the Titan as a furniture and prisoner 
van and the passenger Comet as a three-horse transporter. Details are-
 Titan PD2/1,  chassis 483880,  line no. 882,  reg. KTD 697 in 8/49
 Comet CPO1,  chassis 493715,  reg. KTJ 578.
 The Most Rebodied Leyland
Mike Fenton offers four bodies on one chassis.  -  North Western Road Car Co. had 
fi ve Leyland TS7 coaches (JA 5511/2/3/5/7) which were bodied new by Harrington. 
Before entering service, these bodies were replaced by old Eastern Counties coach 
bodies.   In 1937 they received more new Harrington bodies and in 1950 they went 
to Windover for new coach bodies again !   JA 5515 from this batch was initially 
preserved by Gordon Pyatt in Cheadle, and is now a PSV in Scotland.
This was, however, three bodies in service (as RF 6180), but Mike also offers four 
‘in service’ bodies, again from North Western.   TS7 chassis 6315 (registration JA 
2280) started life in 1935 with a second-hand Harrington body, then a new ECW bus 
body in 1938 and a Weymann bus body in 1948.   Although recorded as scrapped, 
chassis 6315, by now with Starr of South Anston gained, in 1954, a 1950 Brookes 
full-front coach body from a re-registered 1933 Morris Dictator JWT 898.   Chassis 
6315 was then re-registered NWU 647.  If this was really JA 2280, it is four bodies.   
Any advance ?
 Lion LT-type Double-deckers
Colin Shears remarks that a Birch Bros. Lion was rebodied as a double-decker and 
he suggests that this was the only Lion double-decker.   However I can offer JP 42 
in Doncaster.   Before we consider an article on this, are there any more offers ?   As 
the Lion did not have, by repute, the best brakes in the world, can readers suggest a 
more unsuitable chassis for this treatment (apart from the Cub !)?
 New Questions
The letter from Richard Peskett (Torque 11 page 37) reveals the problem of the loss of 
identity of many petrol-engined Leylands (mostly coaches) which were popular with 
requisitioning offi cers in the early part of World War II. Some fi rms ‘hid’ their best 
vehicles. How can these ‘lost’ vehicles from military or Ministry of War Transport 
service be identifi ed ?
 Overleaf are two more interesting bodies for readers to puzzle over, and 
hopefully to identify.
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 VU 9888   
Unknown owner, (maybe non p.s.v.) and unknown coachbuilder (rebody ? - note the 
unusual window spacing), but the chassis is a 1932 Tiger TS4 chassis no. 341.   The 
body appears to have ‘received attention’.   Who built it ?  (Photograph R.F.Mack, 
from Mike Fenton)

 VS3296  
A rebodied pre-war oil-engined Leyland Tiger or Titan operated by S A Plumridge 
(from where ?).  The very neat front end suggests Willenhall Coachbuilders ( ? ), but 
the rear of the vehicle looks like Gurney Nutting !  Answers, please.  (Photograph 
by D. Clark).

 Please note that the deadline for material for Torque No.15 is 20th January 2002.
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 We felt that the vehicle chosen to appear on the rear of this edition’s cover 
was worthy of  further exposure inside. Some coachbuilders knew how to get the 
proportions of their bodies right, and here is a Harrington body on a Leyland Cheetah 
LZ5 chassis. The operator was G.H. Hoyle & Sons Ltd. of Haslingden. Can anyone 
tell us the livery colours, and the life history of this coach ?

 

 The vehicle had an unladen weight of 5.7.1. and 26 seats (note the rear bench 
is for four passengers only). The photographs were taken in May 1939, probably at 
the owner’s request. Can anyone identify the suburban location ?
 There is more about the Harrington designed tail-fi n in the letter from John 
Bishop on page 41.

 

(Photos courtesy B.C.V.M. Archive)



  

 

         
 

  by Neil D. Steele
 Earlier this year I was fortunate enough to be allowed to photograph what 
at fi rst glance was a “Bison”. However, closer inspection and repeated visits as the 
vehicle was dismantled uncovered a quite unique truck. Subsequent contact with Fred 
Boulton (the author of the Gas Turbine and The Leyland 500 Engine articles) has also 
thrown new light onto this vehicle’s pedigree. 
 To all intents and purposes one would not give a second glance to this vehicle 

The registration Q973 LKH indicates a vehicle of uncertain origin, and not a standard Bison. 
The lower picture clearly shows where the outer fl itching of the chassis begins.
              (Photos by Neil D. Steele)
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which has been used all its life as a recovery truck, in fact a typical 1970’s Ergomatic 
cabbed Leyland. It was only on closer inspection that it became clear that this was 
something a little out of the ordinary. A look at the data plate in the cab shows the 
vehicle type being listed as a “BU 69/1”, in other words a “Buffalo”. The chassis 
number is  unusual, being 7710000, and when this was checked with the records it 
was quickly established that in 1977 Leyland produced some 5,990 vehicles. Was 
7710000  a prototype ?
 The engine was also out of character as it is an 0.690: in other words a lightly 

The heavy duty rear axles and T6 type springing. The slipper end springs, three layers of chassis 
rail and the crudely fabricated bogie cross member and central top radius rods are clearly seen.
            (Photo by Neil D. Steele)
turbocharged 0.680, an engine which Fred Boulton refers to in his 500 engine article. 
A closer look at the chassis and running units reveal other mysteries. The front axle 
is the standard unit of the period which is plated at 6,096 kgs. The rear bogie is made 
up of two axles which are something a little different, they are heavy duty units but 
plated at only 10,100 kgs per axle, the bogie springing is pre-T6. The chassis, from 
the rear front spring hanger to the back cross member is fl itched on the outside. It 
is also fl itched on the inside,  from level with the gearbox drive fl ange to the back 
cross-member. The rear chassis is therefore  made up of three layers.
 From here I must quote from Fred Boultons notes.
  ‘the rear bogie is a prototype of the T6 derivitive used on  Gas Turbine trucks. 
T6 uses tapered leaf springs with eyes containing rubber bushes. The spring and bush 
arrangement was still unproven at the time we were building the oil company Gas 
Turbine trucks, and so a “safe” design was produced for these vehicles only. This 
version used slipper ended springs and central top radius rods. As a result, the bogie 
cross-member had to be rather crudely fabricated.
 ‘My memory says that only three sets of this suspension material were produced 
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and fi tted to vehicles, however, we would certainly have made spare parts, because 
of the importance of the Gas Turbine programme.
 ‘What we see in the photograph may be the spare rear end, but I think that it 
is more likely that it is the back end of one of the oil company Gas Turbine trucks. I 
don’t think that we would have produced spare frame parts. The box fl itches, bogie 
cross-member and the small cross-member at the front of the box fl itches are defi nitely 
GT13, 14 or 15.
 ‘My surmise is that somebody took the front end of a “Buffalo”  prototype 
or early production vehicle from the “8 to 11” programme and married it up to the 
back end of a scrap Gas Turbine truck using new side members to make a recovery 
vehicle. The design of the centre bearing cross-member supports this surmise, as it is 
not a standard Leyland one from that period. It seems to have been made up to give 
an acceptable driveline confi guration.’ 
 So, what at face value appeared to be just another “Bison” has revealed a real 
“bitsa”. The vehicle is now broken up and gone forever, but with the aid of a camera 
its existence has been recorded for posterity. I would like to thank Fred Boulton for 
his help with this article. And of course if anyone can add anything more to this story 
I would be pleased to hear from them.

This view clearly shows the non-standard prop-shaft centre bearing cross member.
(Photo by Neil D. Steele)
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The most popular British built Leyland chassis in the forties and the fi fties was the Comet, in 
both bonnetted and forward control confi guration. In Britain, the Comet evolved into a heavier 
machine, but in India the ALCO3 series continued the medium-weight line. Above is a recent 
Comet 1611 with high sided body and local design of cab.  The passenger version of the Comet 
is widespread in India and the photo below shows a typical example with two-door all-metal 
bodywork. It is, in fact a Cheetah ALPSV1/17.  Many examples in Sri Lanka carry British designed 
bodywork by Duple (Metsec) of the West Midlands.       (Photos by Ian D. Bishop)

 Ian D. Bishop visited Goa in December 2000 and photographed Ashok-Leylands 
galore, three of which we are depicting in this issue. The Leyland name survived the 
break-up of the British company, but the Ashok-Leyland marque has now passed into 
history too, because the fi rm has been taken into the Iveco group.
 At fi rst, Ashok assembled vehicles from British components, but subsequently 
evolved a series of models special to India, and which were exported to other Asian
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countries. Most were powered by the O.350 engine or its derivatives, use of the O.600 
being limited to small groups of Titan buses and heavy tractor trucks. At fi rst, only the 
smaller engine was manufactured in India, which resulted in some Indian versions of 
the Titan PD3 being powered (under-powered ?) by this unit. Eventually the O.600 
and/or O.680 were also manufactured in India. 
 The Leyland ‘menagerie’ in the Ashok-Leyland catalogue contains many fa-
miliar names in unfamiliar (to our eyes) guises. Some of the names have come from 
models in the British-Leyland range which were not applied to products made in the 
bus or truck factories. For example, the passenger models include the Cheetah (for a 
passenger version of the Comet), the Viking ALPSV4 (for a city version of the Comet) 
and the Stag ALPSV3 (a forward engined midi-bus, see photo below). A premium 
rear-engined air-conditioned coach powered by  a Hino diesel engine carries the name 
Cruiser.
 The Ashok-Leyland truck range contained a bonnetted Bison NC1611 (a Comet 
derivative), the Comet CO1611 and ALCO3, the Taurus tipper and Tusker fi tted with 
turbo-charged engines and the Beaver tractor, powered by the AL680 engine. Still 
badged Ashok-Leyland and powered by the AL402 engine is the Cargo, which name 
gives away the Iveco (Ford) infl uence.
 Returning to the subject of buses, some early Comets from Britain were used 
as the basis for double deck buses. Subsequently, an articulated (semi-trailer) double 
deck bus for city use was designed, hauled by a forward control Comet tractor. This 
idea has the advantage that when the vehicle suffers a mechanical breakdown, the 
body can be attached to a replacement tractor unit and continue in service. Vehicles 
such as this  can only work safely in a frost-free and low-speed environment . Tried 
in Britain during the Second World War, semi-trailer single deckers were quickly 
banned from use on public roads. 

 

An Ashok-Leyland Stag midi-bus appears to be of similar confi guration to  the Bedford VAS. 
The front doorway is behind the front axle.          (Photo by Ian D. Bishop)
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  From Michael Banfi eld, Staplehurst
 I noted with interest on page 38 of Torque No.13 a letter concerning the 100 
Leyland Titans that London Transport operated from 1937/38.  Banfi elds Coaches 
Ltd. had just one of these - DLU 397, Leyland Titan TD4, chassis No. 12093, fi rst 
registered 14th June 1937, with 56 seat double deck Leyland body.  This was formerly  
London Transport  STD 87, and passed to Smith’s of  Reading.  It came into the 
Banfi eld fl eet on 14th October 1957 and was scrapped on 1st November 1958.  The 
vehicle was used at the Isle of Grain Oil Refi nery for carrying Wimpey workmen and 
I enclose a photograph of it when in our use.

   From Ron Thomas, Worcester
 Thank you for the back numbers of Leyland Torque.  On the back page of 
Torque No.7 the six-wheeler of Walter Southworth, Rufford, NVP 49, was new to 
British Road Services as a four-wheeler (Leyland Beaver) being used with a drawbar 
trailer.  NVP 48 was a similar vehicle new to BRS, Dudley Group in 1954, fl eet No. 
27E 308, but this vehicle had a drop-sides and tail body.
 In Leyland Society Journal No.2, page 22, the list of London Brick Company 
Leylands shows BEW 72 as a 1938 Lynx, but in Bill Aldridge’s book on London Brick 
(Trans-Pennine Publishing) shows it as a forward control Cub, Fleet No. B57.   (Ron 
is absolutely correct and possibly the whole batch were Cubs - Malcolm Wilford’s 
records show that AEW 45-47, 325-28, 772-789 and BEW 71-72 all had an unladen 
weight of 2ton 10cwt, whereas BEW 28-29 were 2ton 17cwt.  Could it be that only 
the latter two were Lynxes, the others all being forward control Cubs ?   MAS)

   From Bill Cowan, Dunedin, New Zealand
 My latest copy of Leyland Torque has just arrived.  I congratulate you and 
your helpers for continuing to produce such informative material.  I continue to be 
impressed by the high standards of the printing and production of the magazines.
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 The name “Leyland” holds a signifi cant and worthy place in the development of 
this country.  For decades Leyland vehicles were regarded by many as the “standard” 
truck and bus.  Leylands operated throughout the country.  I hope that some day a 
history of the impact that Leyland had in New Zealand will be compiled;  one thing 
for sure is that it will not be a slim volume !
 In the section “Leylands Down Under”, Ramon Ware of Broken Hill  mentions  
a story about a 1936 Badger used in outback Australia.  This Leyland belongs to 85 
year old Tom Kruse who used it on his regular fortnightly mail run from Maree to 
Birdsville in Queensland on the infamous Birdsville Track.  The Shell Oil Co. made 
a fi lm about Tom, the Leyland and the Track in 1954.  This fi lm, an absolute classic, 
has been transferred to video by Film Australia, No. FP93709 (  HYPERLINK http://
www.fi lmaust.com.au).   
 There is an interesting description of the vehicles used on the Birdsville Track 
over the years in an Australian truck magazine “Truckin’ Life” supplement entitled 
“Classic Truck No.3” published in 1999.  At some stage in the Badger’s career it had 
Thornycroft twin driving axles and suspension fi tted.  Tom’s predecessor had owned 
the Thornycroft which was reputed to have brakes which were non-existent to such a 
degree that the driver of the day towed a pine tree that enabled him to negotiate tight 
corners and hills down into Arkaroola.
 About ten years ago the old Badger was recovered from the south-west 
Queensland desert and brought to Port Adelaide for restoration.  The restoration is 
now complete and, according to the March 2001 edition of “Truckin’ Life” a new 
documentary entitled “Last Mail from Birdsville” has been produced and is available 
from   HYPER-LINK http://www.lastmailfrombirdsville.com.au .   
 I hope to send you a few more gleanings from “Down Under” from time to time.
(Paul Mark Sennant of the Friends of the British Commercial Vehicle Museum has had 
an enquiry requesting details of the early life of Tom Kruse’s Badger.  He is especially 
looking for photographs of it before the replacement of the rear axle.   Anyone who 
can assist should contact Paul at the BCVM ).

   From Tim Robbins, Leatherhead
 Re Part 3 of Allan Condie’s article on post-war Leyland bodies, I hesitate 
to contradict the writer, but I would query the word “alloy” in connection with the 
window pans used in the “fi nal design” bodies.   Certainly LUF 242 (believed to be 
last surviving Leyland bodied Southdown PD2/12) has steel window pans – rather, 
I should say “had”, as most of them have pretty well completed the transformation 
back into iron oxide!  Many thanks for another splendid magazine.

   From Tony Evans, Braintree
 Following your request, here are some photographs of the interior upper deck 
of a Leyland body, from the 1948 batch of PD2/1 belonging to Southdown (No. 381, 
JCD 81).  They were taken at Sheffi eld in 1971 when the bus was in preservation, 
though regrettably it was broken up after vandalism.
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These views clearly show, not only the polished wood at the front on the single skin 
dome, but also the single skin centre part to the roof - presumably to give increased 
gangway height on hybridge bodies.   Possibly all lowbridge bodies had two skin 
roofs and did not have this feature ?

 For comparison, here is the interior of a lowbridge Titan PD2/1, new in February 
1948 to Todmorden Joint Omnibus Committee, becoming their No.2 and now 
preserved.   It too has single skin domes and the polished wooden panels, typically 
signwritten in Leyland fashion.  Note also the two skin centre part of the roof.   The 
passengers are Pat Sutcliffe and Dennis O’Neill (the well known Todmorden historian)  
Photo by Mike Sutcliffe

   

   From Roy Marshall, Burnley
Further to Derek Bailey’s letter, published on page 40 of Torque No.13, I have details 
of the unladen weights of the Leicester Titan PD1’s and PD2’s delivered between 
1946 and 1950.  They were as follows:
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PD1  7tons. 2cwt. 0qtrs.;  PD1A  7.2.1;   PD2/1  between 7.9.2 & 7.10.0 for the 1949 
deliveries and 7.10.0 to 7.11.2 for the 1950 deliveries.   The sole PD2/12 was 7.17.3 
(see photograph). These increasing weights demonstrate the additional material being 
added to improve the bodies at the time, although, of course, the PD2/12 was slightly 
longer and 8 ft. wide.  It also had two extra seats.

Leicester City Transport No. 160, Titan PD2/12, the fi rst “fi nal design” body, shown at Olympia 
in 1950.  This view taken when it was comparatively new shows rear bumpers (more weight !) 
and front nut guards without holes - an unusual feature of this period for PD2s.  A picture of the 
vehicle taken later in its life appeared on page 15 of Torque No.6.                       (Roy Marshall)

 Leyland Tiger PS1 - Roy continues, with regard to the PSV Circle holdup 
in publication of the chassis numbers of PS1, where there is diffi culty in identifying 
some of the model designations.   The PS1 had a straight chassis extension, whereas 
the PS1/1 had a dropped frame extension in order to carry a luggage boot.  PS1’s 
were, therefore, generally for bus bodies, whereas PS1/1’s were intended for coaches.  
He suggests that the relatively few PS1’s fi tted with secondhand bus or dual purpose 
bodies, at least initially, were ordered and supplied as PS1/1’s, as they were intended 
to have coach bodies, but their owners found diffi culty in obtaining coach bodies to 
be built in the time desired.  They therefore chose suitable secondhand bodies, and 
he suggests that they should be assumed to be PS1/1’s, but with a note to this effect 
to show there is doubt.  (Let’s hope that the PSV Circle list can be published soon, 
as I’m sure there are many of us who would very much like to see it . MAS)
 Next, all unfrozen buses, and Guy Arab 1’s, Daimler CWG5, early Karrier/
Sunbeam W’s and early rebodies, in other words all the fi rst utilities, had upholstered 
seats and no glazing in the rear upper deck emergency exit.
 Lastly, referring to page 10 of Torque No.8, the two Liverpool single decker 
Titanics, chassis nos. 65033/4, went into service in May 1931, and were later purchased 
by Liverpool in August 1932.
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   From John Bishop, Betley
 The Harrington Dorsal Fin feature in Tailpiece Torque No.9 was incorrect in 
ascribing this to being solely a styling feature to assist in increasing limited headroom 
at the rear of the saloon caused by the heavily curved styling.  Speaking as one of some 
6ft.2in. at the time, who has travelled in this type of saloon, I can say headroom was 
adequate throughout due to the rear fl oor sometimes sloping downwards too.  This in 
no way detracted from the comfort and viewing from the rear seats.  Inside the vehicle 
one hardly knew whether it had a fi n or not.  Its purpose was also to provide an early 
form of air conditioning, the theory being that the fi n was an extractor.  In the days 
when everyone smoked and half drop windows followed by early sliders were the 
norm, ventilation was a real problem and caused untold argument amongst passengers.  
Harrington’s fi n was the most obvious of many attempts to cure this.   For those 
with access to Classic Bus No.51, consult the item on PMT which shows a Northern 
Counties bodied double decker.  Look at the thick centre pillar upstairs.  This was an 
intake which, together with perforated and ducted ceiling and an extraction point in 
a thick pillar at the top of the stairs, claimed - quite reasonably in my experience - to 
change the air every few minutes.

   From Mike Hickey, Birkenhead
I enclose a print I picked up some years ago and wondered whether members can 
identify it.   The coach, which has Blackpool registration FV 3531, appears to be a 
Tigress or Lioness 6 – possibly rebodied ?  It was with Harding’s of Birkenhead, being 
their No.15 when it was photographed after the Second World War - any information 
on this interesting coach would be appreciated.
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   From Wilf Dodds, Nuneaton
 Journal No. 3 - another great edition !  I particularly liked the photographs of 
the low-loading trolleybus.  The only comments I have are on Alan Townsin’s article 
on gearless buses. There is a minor error on page 29, where the chassis number of 
TJ 3278 has been picked up as 3278 – it was 2417.  West Riding were even better 
customers for the torque convertor for, additional to their 43 Titans and 124 Tigers, 
they also took 12 LT5Ac chassis numbers 4358-69 in 1934.

   From Eric Muckley, Warrington
 I wondered if any reader might be able to provide me with information on three 
rebuilt Leyland Tigers that ran in Warrington in the 1940/50s.  They were:
 F. Sykes, GH ?025  This had a CovRad conversion radiator and the roof was raised 
at the rear to hold luggage.  It was fi lmed on the return of the Warrington rugby team 
with the League Cup from Wembley in 1950, and carried a brown livery.
T. Shaw, ?BU….? – absolutely immaculate in grey and blue livery, again with CovRad 
radiator and carrying post-war Crossley front mudguards.
J.P. Atherton, a civil engineering fi rm, had a Tiger with CovRad radiator, painted 
cream with red wings and fl ash.  The radiator was silver and the vehicle may have 
survived into the 1960’s.
 At the same time, Sykes had other coaches being a post-war Dennis Lancet and 
a Crossley and they later had a full fronted Tiger PS1 or 2, chassis 496912, registered 
GED 799.   Can anybody help with further information or indeed photographs ?

   From K.J. Taunton, Porthcawl
 I thought you might be interested in the two photographs (opposite) of my late 
father, MT/07980, Pte. T.P. Taunton, Army Service Corps, and his Leyland lorries.  
The fi rst, of the larger 3 ton general service cargo lorry is thought to have been taken 
in 1914 soon after his arrival in France. Unfortunately, only two digits, 27 - -, are 
visble on the bonnet.
  The second, of the 30cwt. lorry, which appears to have the words “Postal” on 
the front canopy, and whose bonnet number is clearly visible, was taken on 3rd March 
1919 in Enghien, Belgium.  (Note the Belgian style ‘pavé’ of the road surface !)  The 
inscription on the back of this photo said “Leyland No. 7196 arrived in France in 
October 1914, and since February 1915 driven by and the “home” of Pte. T.P. Taunton, 
and still running in 1919”.    Apart from minor problems such as petrol blockages 
etc. he had very little trouble.  This says much for the utter reliability of those old 
Leylands, and, of course, the ability of their drivers.
 At one time my father said that he was in what was known as “The Leyland 
Company” of the ASC, which was mostly staffed and offi cered by former Leyland 
employees - in fact, he was offered a job with the Company but preferred to return 
to his pre-war occupation as a tea van salesman with J. Lyons & Co., with whom he 
remained until his retirement in 1957.
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War Offi ce Subsidy Class A Leyland, W.D. No. 27..?   This model developed into the Model G, and formed 
the basis of most Leyland lorries of the 1920’s.       (Photo courtesy K.J.Taunton)

Leyland W.D.No. 7196 was a Model S with Class T back axle – almost certainly an S3.24hp.T, 
and, judging by the then new low radiator, must have been delivered almost immediately prior to 
the outbreak of war in 1914.   It is possible that it was a requisitioned chassis, but could have been 
supplied new to the ASC.                (Photo courtesy K.J.Taunton)
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    From John C. Thompson, Doncaster
 I found Alan Townsin’s article on Leyland’s Gearless Buses extremely interest-
ing, having lived in Birmingham and travelled all over the Midlands in the course of 
my work.  I recall travelling on many of  Birmingham’s TD4c & TD6c - they operated 
out of Hockley Garage (ex tram depot) and were used on services running from the 
Snow Hill Station loading point to Handsworth, West Bromwich, Wednesbury and 
Dudley. Due to the excellent maintenance arrangements for the Birmingham fl eet, 
these buses had very long lives, many lasting into the mid 1950s - sadly none lasted 
into preservation.
 The application of the Lysholm-Smith-Leyland torque converter was not limited 
to PSV chassis, at least 4 Leyland FT4a Escape Carriers, fi tted with Leyland torque 
converters were operated by Birmingham Fire Brigade, and I understand at least one 
was supplied to Edinburgh Fire Brigade.  It would be interesting to learn if any other 
torque converter equipped Leyland Fire Engines were supplied pre-war.
I enclose a photocopy of a photograph of the “Mechanism of Birmingham’s gear-
less/clutchless fi re engine”, from the Birmingham Post & Mail of about 1937.  It gave 
a report on the operation of one of the Torque Converter equipped Escape Carriers 
supplied in 1934. Are there any of our members who may come up with more data 
on torque converter applications, i.e. could any have been fi tted to a goods chassis ?  
(Don’t forget the Badger TSA5c depicted on the back of Torque No.10. MAS)
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   From Paul Edwards, Thatcham
 In Leyland Torque No.13, you asked about hauliers putting their own name-
plates on lorry radiators.  I seem to remember the Carter Paterson Leyland X type 
lorry having their nameplate on its radiator when I was in the Apprentic Centre in the 

The preserved Carter Paterson X type, photographed  after being heavily rebuilt.  It then carried 
the full Carter Paterson name on its radiator top tank, as opposed to the “CP&Co” alternative.  
By 1931 it had received a later type cab with windscreen, a front axle from an RAF type and non-
Leyland proprietary built front wheels (which were generally found on Karrier &Dennis lorries 
of the First War).  Although  claimed to have been built in 1908,  it was built in 1910 (hence the 
straight front cross-member), and was rebuilt by the apprentices with an earlier cab.   (BCVM) 
         FOR  SALE
Leyland Journal Volume 4 1938 in a binder, in excellent condition, though the gold lettering on 
the spine is faint.   £50 (12 issues, plus £4 p&p)  Please contact David Ellnor, Tel:  01524 762271 
Gaskets – copper and asbestos cylinder head and manifold gaskets, solid metal gaskets and washers, 
soft gaskets jointing and shims – all of these are offered on a bespoke made-to-order basis by Grange 
Gaskets Ltd. Bradford, Tel: 01274 734238.

WANTED
Tiger Cub badge for my recently acquired 1963 Leyland Tiger Cub single decker bus.  Please 
contact Chris Wheal, Tel: 01622 858100.
“The Long Haul” fi lm made by Leyland Motors – Philip Edwin, Tel: 01733 762684 has not yet 
had a positive response, and is still looking to fi nd a copy of the fi lm.  Please can anybody help ?
T45 Roadtrain Television Advert – in the late 1980’s there was a splendid advert on commercial TV 
following the launch of the T45 Roadtrain.  It depicted an articulated lorry with box van body with 
the Leyland logo in yellow.  I recall that the punchline was “Had you no faith?”  Can anybody suggest 
how we may get hold of a copy of this advert on fi lm?  Mike Sutcliffe, Tel: 01525 221676
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BOOK REVIEW     “CLASSIC  LEYLANDS  1”   by John Banks

No. 1 in the Super Prestige Collection from Venture Publications Ltd.  Price £16.95
 For anyone interested in Leyland buses and coaches, this is a really good book.  
It is basically a photograph album including Leyland buses from the late 1920’s up 
to the outbreak of the Second World War.  There are approximately 230 photographs 
reproduced in excellent quality, a great number of which were originally Leyland 
Motors offi cial views.   There are, however, many pictures taken by Geoff Atkins of 
vehicles in service during the 1930’s, and these are a pleasure to behold.   Many were 
photographed in the East Midlands, and in particular, around Nottingham, and these 
are real gems - both in quality of photography and subject matter.   It is also good to 
see a number of rear views.
 There are no less than fi ve pictures of Tiger TS2’s with United “allweather” 
bodies with their separate cab, and it is nice to compare the two LMS examples on 
page 43 with their differing entrance positions and bulkheads.   The only disappoint-
ment is that the models depicted in some of the earlier pictures have not been identi-
fi ed (which is not easy !).   I will attempt to put the record straight here – page 8, top 
is a model N, bottom a model L, page 10 top a model M, bottom a model G7, page 
11 is an SG6 (not SG7 - note the bevel rear axle), page 12 top the “Manchester Type” 
OP2, page 118 the elderly lorry is a model C.     The Titan on the inside front cover 
(lower) is in fact a National TD1 in Thames Valley disguise.
 There is a very handsome Cub KP3 on page 79 (who built the body ?), but 
the favourites for me are the Lion LT1 of Leicestershire independent, C.H. Allen of 
Mountsorrel on page 68, and, of course, the front cover with the wonderfully coloured 
drawing of the Titan (seemingly a mixture between a TD1 and a TD2 !) on its way 
to “Eastgate”.
 It is an excellent book and a must for all Leyland enthusiasts – where else could 
you purchase so many high quality photographs for less than 8p each !              (MAS)
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Leyland Torque Nos.1-4
Issues 1-4 are now out of print. Society Member Geoff Wright, of  Henley, has kindly 
offered to make copies, and has done so for issues 1-3, and no doubt could do so for 
issue 4. They are relatively expensive, but are of good quality and are most acceptable 
to complete a set.   No.1 is £4.50, No.2 is £10.50, No.3 is £12.50 and No.4 , which 
has 48 pages, if copied in the same way, would be £13.75 (all prices include postage 
and packing).

Leyland Torque Nos.5-13
Back numbers of these issues are available at £4.50 each, including postage.

Leyland Society Journal, issues 1-3
These are available to both members and non-members at £6.00 each, including post-
age,  (£11.50 for two, £17.50 for all three)

Binders
Binders for Leyland Torque (holding eight issues) are available at £6.50, including 
postage and packing, for one, or £12.00 for two if ordered together.
All the above items are available from Mike Sutcliffe (address inside front cover). 
All cheques should be made payable to “The Leyland Society.”

Britain’s best
vintage vehicle
read by miles

Vintage Commercial Vehicles, Mortons Heritage Media, PO Box 43, Horncastle LN9 6JR
Tel: 01507 529300    Fax: 01507 529301    Email: info@vcv.co.uk
VISIT OUR ALL NEW WEBSITE FOR SAMPLE FEATURES, FREE TO ENTER

COMPETITION AND MUCH MORE! 
www.vcv.co.uk

● All the news, restoration features,

historical and archive photographs.

● Road runs, rallies and special events.

● Full colour throughout.

● Free reader’s advertisements.

● Vehicles for sale - extensive classifieds

ON SALE 18th OF EVERY MONTH
PRICE JUST £2.65
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Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the Society, its offi cers nor 
the Editor.  The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his attention any errors. Every effort is 
made to give due credit for all photographs and material used. Should there be any unintended breach of 
copyright, then the Editor must be informed to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Pro-
tection Act 1984, the Society gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and 
Leyland Torque dispatch information are held on a data base.  The Society undertakes that this information 
is not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike and Pat Sutcliffe, compiled by Ron Phillips, with 
additional help from Neil Steele.  It was printed by Fretwell Print & Design, Keighley, West Yorkshire, and 
distributed by Alexandra Phillips. Items for inclusion in the Spring 2002 issue should be sent to the Editor 
by 20th January 2002, please.   

 

 

 This white and metallic red cabriolet, with metallic white lining out,  is perhaps 
not everyone’s idea of a smart Leyland truck !  Based on a Roadtrain 17-34 (17 tons 
gross - 340 bhp), it has white leather trim in the cab and a working hood, but there is 
no fi fth wheel. It has special alloy wheels.
 Perhaps the ultimate in Leyland demonstrators ? We would like to fi nd out 
more about this vehicle. How long did it run for Leyland ? What happened to it after 
it’s  “racing” days were over ? Did it have a subsequent history somewhat like that 
of the recovery truck whose story is told in Neil Steele’s article on page 32. If you 
know anything of the history of this unusual vehicle, please write to the Editor.  (Photo 
courtesy of B.C.V.M.)








